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“Little Jiu, Stop!”Di beiming stretched out his hand and grabbed Hei Xinjiu’s claw with great effort. 

 

Hei xinjiu blinked her eyes, “Beauty, are you shy? How about this, if you take the initiative to kiss me, I’ll 

Spare You! Otherwise, I won’t be polite!” 

 

Di Beiming’s eyes were about to burst into flames, and he snorted coldly, “I can’t move my body.” 

 

“It’s okay. I can just stay close to you!”Hei Xinjiu pouted and moved closer to di Beiming’s lips. 

 

Di beiming gritted his teeth. When he finally raised his head and was about to touch Hei Xinjiu’s lips, hei 

xinjiu tilted her head and giggled, “Little Beauty, I’m just teasing you! You’re really kissing me! You’re so 

thick-skinned!” 

 

Di beiming:”…” 

 

Hei Xinjiu saw that di beiming’s head was starting to emit white smoke. This was because it was 

originally covered in frost, but di beiming was so angry that the frost had turned into mist. 

 

This fellow knew when to stop and giggled, “I’m just teasing you! Let’s go, Let’s Go!” 

 

Although di beiming was half-dead angry, he had no way to escape Hei Xinjiu’s claws. He could only let 

Hei Xinjiu put him on the Bull Lion Beast’s back. 

 

The Bull Lion Beast Shivered from the cold. Although Hei Xinjiu put a soft cushion on its back and di 

beiming still had the nine-tailed Fox’s fox skin, it still could not block the cold air from di Beiming’s body. 

 



The Bull Lion Beast thought, this person is too resistant to the cold, right? He did not die even though he 

was like this? What a pervert! 

 

“Bull, Let’s Go! I will help you take care of your mortal enemy! We will take over its territory,”Hei Xinjiu 

said as she stood on the back of the bull with her hands on her hips. 

 

The Bull Lion Beast did not make a sound. He thought to himself, just keep bragging! You will know how 

powerful you are when the time comes! 

 

The Bull Lion Beast dashed forward quickly. Even so, it did not feel any bumps on the back of the bull. 

Hei Xinjiu hugged di beiming and flirted with him from time to time. Suddenly, she felt refreshed and 

became the owner of the Bull Lion Beast! 

 

“Little beauty, come here and give me a sweet smell!” 

 

“Little Beauty, give me a Smile!” 

 

“Little Beauty, your little hands are really pretty. Let me touch them.” 

 

.. 

 

Meng Yanshou squatted behind him and stared at him with his rabbit eyes. He couldn’t even close his 

three mouths! Aiyo, this black-hearted little girl was simply courting death and trying to reach a new 

height! She was going to gloat! When that person recovered, he would definitely not let her off. 

 

However, these lines sounded pretty good. This daddy here would remember them first. He might be 

able to use them when he was trying to seduce his wife in the future. 

 



Meng Yanshou did not know that because of this misconception, this guy had been single for thousands 

of years and had been beaten up countless times by the lady as a second-rate B * stard.. 

 

A few hours later, the Bull Lion Beast slowed down, it used its spiritual sense to say to yun chujiu, “The 

territory of the Tun Tianhu is ahead! “It’s a female tiger, very fierce! “I once chased my prey and 

accidentally entered its territory. I chased it for three days and three nights, and it was not easy for me 

to escape with my life.” 

 

Hei xinjiu felt an inexplicable sense of treachery and love from these words. A bull and a Tigress? The 

tigress was still chasing after it? Could it be that the tigress had taken a fancy to this Bull Lion Beast? 

Was it just that this Bull Lion Beast had misunderstood? 

 

Oh My! 

 

If that was the case, she didn’t mind being a matchmaker. After all, this was her old profession! She had 

helped millions of snow jade silkworms to pair up! 

 

Seeing Hei Xinjiu’s eyes darting around, the Nightmare Beast knew that this fellow had no good 

intentions. Meng Yanshou was not afraid of Hei Xinjiu, he carefully reminded her, “Little fairy, like the 

Bull Lion Beast, the heaven-devouring tiger only has brute force. It does not have any spiritual attack 

methods. However, it is much more agile than the bull lion beast. You have to be careful.” 

 

 


